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An Electrostatic Spatial Resonance Model for Coaxial Helical Structures
with Applications to the Filamentous Bacteriophages
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ABSTRACT A model is presented that treats the symmetry matching problem in structures made of two interacting coaxial
helices of point charges. The charges are sources of a potential field that mediates a non-specific attractive interaction between
the helices. The problem is represented in Fourier space, which affords the most generality. It is found that coaxial helices with
optimally mated symmetries can lock into spatial resonance configurations that maximize their interaction. The resonances are
represented as vectors in a discrete three-dimensional space. Two algebraic relations are given for the four symmetry pa-
rameters of two helices in resonance. One-start inner helices interacting with coaxial one-start or NR-start outer helices are
considered. Applications are made to the filamentous bacteriophages Ff, Pf1, Xf, and Pf3. The interaction given by the linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann equation is calculated in this formalism to allow comparison of the electrostatic free energy of interaction
of different resonance structures. Experimental nucleotide/subunit ratios are accounted for, and models for the DNA-protein
interfaces are presented, with particular emphasis on Pf1.
INTRODUCTION
Specific and nonspecific interactions play different roles in
establishing local structure and large-scale symmetry. The
inter-dependence of specific interactions and fine scaled lo-
cal structure is well appreciated. Nonspecific interaction re-
lies on large-scale geometrical features defined over a long
distance scale, which therefore are largely independent of
small-scale structural features. An example is the binding
ofDNA by protein, which utilizes features such as the shapes
of the major and minor grooves and the spatial distribution
of charged groups. The purest instance of the interplay be-
tween global symmetry and nonspecific interaction is a mac-
romolecular structure composed of strongly interacting,
highly symmetrical substructures. We will argue in this paper
that in such a structure, constraints on the symmetries can be
determined by optimizing the integrated nonspecific inter-
action between the sub-structures. Because they are geo-
metrical in origin, these constraints can be studied without
a detailed knowledge of the nonspecific interaction that en-
genders them.
We consider here only the case of cylindrical geometry.
An example is the RNA-protein interaction in tobacco mo-
saic virus, the protein of which forms a cylinder in which a
winding of RNA is embedded. Their interaction is non-
sequence-specific along its entire length, accommodating
any sequence of nucleotides, but always exactly three per
protein subunit. This is a particularly simple case of a re-
peating, nonspecific interaction, because the nucleotide/
subunit (n/s) stoichiometry is integral and the RNA and pro-
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tein share the same helical symmetry. However, other, more
complex, nonspecific modes of nucleic acid-protein struc-
tural interaction exist, in which the n/s ratio is not necessarily
integer, and the symmetries of the nucleic acid and protein
substructures are not identical.
The set of filamentous bacteriophages presents a natural
theater for studying such nonspecific interactions. These vi-
ruses consist of a circular, single-stranded DNA molecule
containing several thousands of nucleotides, ensheathed by
several thousand copies of a major coat protein subunit, uni-
formly distributed along the length of the virion; a small
number of minor coat proteins are located at the ends (Model
and Russel, 1988; Day et al., 1988; Makowski, 1993). In
electron micrographs, these virions resemble flexible
threads, about 70 nm in diameter and 700-2000 nm in length.
Two antiparallel strands of DNA wind around the structure
axis, within a cylindrical cavity some 15-20 A in diameter
(Wachtel et al., 1974; Makowski and Caspar, 1978; Day
et al., 1988; Reisberg, 1989).
Information concerning the symmetries of the protein
coats of the filamentous bacteriophages is from x-ray fiber
diffraction studies (Marvin et al., 1974a, b; Nave et al., 1981;
Makowski and Caspar, 1981; Peterson et al., 1982). These
fall into two groups: Class I, typified by Ff (fl, fd, M13), IKe,
and Ifl, and Class II, typified by Pfl, Xf, and Pf3. It is most
significant that within a class the protein coats share the same
symmetry. All Class I viruses have fivefold rotational sym-
metry, with a pentamer axial rise T of about 16 A and a
pentamer rotation angle of about 36°. All Class II viruses
have one-start helical symmetry, with axial rise of about 3
A, protein subunit helix pitch of about 16 A, and rotation
angle of about 670. Fig. 1 shows lattice diagrams for both
types. The origins of these symmetries have been system-
atically explored in an algebraic model (Marzec and Day,
1988) that builds the virions by close packing a-helices in
two layers around a core of DNA, based on the assumption
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FIGURE 1 (A) The Class I surface lattice. The cylindrical coordinates (
and z label the position of one arbitrary point of each subunit. The protein
coat is organized into levels, each labeled with an index n and spaced along
the z axis at intervals of AZP.O = T = 16 A; each level has five subunits
labeled with indices -5 < m < 5. This is a five-start helix with a rotation
angle of 360. The solid lines indicate the directions of the PO,5, P3,5 P-1,10'
and P1,15 subhelices; their pitches are Pmn = lOnT/(n - 10m). (B) The Class
II surface lattice. The nth subunit has coordinates 4)n = n A4bpr and zn =
n Az., where AO. = 66.66° and AzpO = 2.9 A The P1,6, P2,1V P1,59 and
P2,9 subhelices are indicated.
that the gently curved a-helices within each layer are fairly
straight. This procedure rationalizes the two observed sym-
metry classes and predicts the possible existence of several
others.
Because the DNA contributes only from 6% (in Pfl) to
14% (in Pf3) of the virion mass, it makes a minor contri-
bution to the x-ray diffraction patterns. Most of what is
known about the DNA structures derives from spectroscopic
and chemical methods, but these do not directly reveal their
fundamental symmetries. One exception is a report by
n=15 Banner et al. (1981) of Ff x-ray fiber diffraction patterns
containing two layer lines that they assigned to DNA having
a pitch of 26.7 A; we will consider this result below.
Ultraviolet absorbance and circular dichroism spectra indi-
cate that the DNAs of Ff and Xf are similar to classical
n=10 base-stacked DNAs with bases at the center, but that the
DNAs of Pfl and Pf3 are decidedly nonclassical (Casadevall
and Day, 1983; Day et al., 1988; Kostrikis et al., 1994).
The number of nucleotides and the virion length determine
n=5 the DNA axial rise, AZDNA. The fundamental stoichiometric
quantity n/s is then given by
n 2AZpro (Class II) and -- (Class I).8 AZDNA s 5AZD ClssI) (1)
where Azpro is the axial rise between protein subunits, Tp is
the axial rise between pentamers, and the factor of two arises
because the DNA has two strands. No single number is more
important than n/s for describing the nature of the DNA-
protein interaction in these structures. Table 1 contains data
on the basic symmetries of the DNA cores and the protein
coats of the filamentous bacteriophages. The experimental
n/s value for Pfl is definitely the integer one; those of Ff and
its mutants and those of Pf3 are definitely non-integer; and
that of Xf is probably noninteger.
For these types of structure, there is no generally appli-
cable direct technique for determining either the rotation
angle of the DNA helix, A4+NA, or equivalently, the pitch of
the DNA helix, PDNA, so even the basic symmetries of the
DNA helices are not easily accessible. The 31P NMR data
indicate that the Pfl DNA backbone has only one phosphate
group orientation, whereas that of Ff shows many (Cross
et al., 1983). These data suggest that for Pfl, at least, the
DNA is packed helically, because a DNA molecule struc-
tured otherwise would have a very large number of chemical
environments. Also, the x-ray diffraction patterns of Ff re-
ported by Banner et al. (1981) imply that the DNA is in a
regular helix that, the NMR data indicate, must have many
different environments. We assume for this paper that the
DNA molecule in a filamentous virus is indeed packed in a
regular helix.
We will further assume that the DNA and protein coats are
strongly related. No filamentous bacteriophage has ever been
observed as a "ghost," suggesting that a protein-DNA in-
teraction is at least a necessary part of the assembly process.
Hunter et al. (1987) performed site-directed mutagenesis ex-
periments on Ff, altering one of the four lysine residues
(Lys'8, Table 1) in its DNA interaction domain to any of three
uncharged residues, reducing the possible charge at the
C-terminus from +4 to +3. This had the effect of increasing
the virion length by 33-38%, presumably by causing the
DNA axial rise to increase to maintain charge balance with
the protein. Nature has presented a similar, but more exten-
sive experiment involving Pfl and Xf: despite the evolu-
tionary linkage shown by the high homology of their protein
coats, their DNA axial rises differ by about a factor of two,
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TABLE 1 Values for n/s (nucleotides per major coat protein subunit)
Amino acid sequence of coat protein subunit n/s Values
_ A_W_F+_ _ + ++ +
AEGDDPAKAAFDSLQASATEYIGYAWAMVVVIVGATIGIKLFKKFTSKAS
_ A_W_F+_ _ + ++
AEGDDPAKAAFDSLQASATEYIGYAWAMVVVIVGATIGIKLFKKFTSQAS
AEGDDPAKAAFDSLQASATEYIGYAWAMVVWIVGATIGIKLFKKFTSTAS
AEGDDPARAAFDSLQASATEYIGYAWAMVVWIVGATIGIKLFKKFTSAAS
_ _
~~~~++ ++
SGGGGVDVGDVVSAIQGAAGPIAAIGGAVLTVMVGIKVYKWVRRAM
GVIDTSAVQSAITDGQGDMKAIGGYIVGALVILAVAGLIYSMLRKA
M_SITVT _AVADTTGGAIVAAV IRIKQF++
MQSVITDVTGQLTAVQADITTIGGAIIVLAAVVLGIRWIKAQFF
2.38 ± 0.05 (al)
2.35 ± 0.06 (a2)
2.33 ± 0.14 (a3)
2.38 ± 0.08 (a4)
2.41 ± 0.14 (aS)
2.35 ± 0.05 (a6)
2.29 ± 0.04 (a7)
1.80 (bl)
1.73 (bl)
1.76 (bl)
2.07 ± 0.15 (cl)
2.12 ± 0.15 (c2)
2.16 ± 0.09 (c3)
2.15 ± 0.10 (c4)
0.97 ± 0.05 (dl)
1.01 ± 0.02 (d2)
1.05 ± 0.06 (d3)
1.00 ± 0.07 (d4)
1.01 ± 0.04 (dS)
2.38 ± 0.14 (el)
2.57 ± 0.08 (e2)
2.40 ± 0.09 (e3)
2.40 ± 0.04 (e4)
For sequences: (a) Beck and Zink (1981); (b) Hunter et al. (1987); (c) Day et al. (1988); (d) Hill et al. (1991); (e) Luiten et al. (1985).
For stoichiometries: (al)* N/P ratio of 27.6 (Hoffinann-Berling et al., 1963); (a2)* g P/g virus and (a3)* spectral regression (Berkowitz and Day, 1976);
(a4)* total mass, Svedberg eqn (Newman et al., 1977); (a5) mass-per-length, STEM (Reisberg, 1989), (a6) and (a7) 2AZDNA/AzPrO from c-spacings and lengths
for dry and wet virus, data from (Frank and Day, 1970; Dunker et al., 1974; Newman et al., 1977).
(bl) Estimated from length data from Hunter et al. (1987) and an n/s = 2.40 for fd.
(cl)t g P/g virus (Wiseman and Day, 1977), corrected for sequence (c); (c2) mass-per-length, STEM (Reisberg, 1989) (c); and (c3) 2AzDNA/Azp, from
c-spacing and EM length (wet virus) (Marvin et al., 1974; Chen et al., 1980).
(dl)t N/P mol ratio, and (d2)t g P/g virus (Wiseman and Day, 1977); (d3) mass-per-length, STEM (Reisberg, 1989); (d4) spectral regression (Kostrikis
et al., 1994); (d5) and (d6) 2AzDNA/Azpro from c-spacing and EM length (dry virus) (Marvin et al., 1974; Wiseman et al., 1976).
(el)t Total mass, Svedberg Eq. (Newman et al., 1982); (e2) mass-per-length, STEM (Reisberg, 1989); (e3) and (e4) 2AzDNA/AZP. from c-spacings and EM
lengths (wet and dry virus) (Peterson et al., 1982; Newman et al., 1982; Reisberg, 1989).
*Values for fd so marked have been corrected on the basis that 33,000 daltons from g7p and g9p can be grouped with g8p in the n/s calculation, but 300,000
daltons of protein mass from g6p and g3p is excluded.
tValues for Class II viruses so marked have not been corrected for minor components as in *; such corrections would increase these apparent n/s values
by about 2% for Xf and Pf3, and about 1% for Pfl.
and the Xf protein subunit contains four positive charges at
its C terminus, compared with two for Pfl (Table 1). Sedi-
mentation coefficients of Pf3-Ag+ complexes are larger than
the values for the native virion, and the magnitude of the
increase is greater than can be accounted for by the mass of
the Ag+ ions alone. Because the Ag+ ion binds to the DNA,
this suggests that some structure modification of the DNA
propagates outward through the protein coat (Casadevall and
Day, 1983). These observations on the four viruses treated
herein strongly suggest that the DNA and protein are struc-
turally related and that the controlling part of their interaction
is electrostatic.
Averaged over its length, a complex of DNA and protein
with nonrelated symmetries would interact only weakly
through their average properties; a stronger DNA-protein in-
teraction requires some symmetry matching arrangement.
TMV solves this problem easily, by winding its RNA in a
helix of 4 nm radius, allowing it to follow the protein coat
exactly. In general, however, the problems of symmetry
matching are not trivial. How can the rotationally symmetri-
cal protein coats of the Class I viruses mate in a straight-
forward way with the helical DNA symmetry? The Class II
viruses have helically symmetrical protein coats, but what
happens if the pitch of the protein helix, Ppro, does not equal
the pitch of the DNA helix, PDNA? And even if these pitches
are equal, and the helices can follow each other, how does
one understand a nonintegral n/s value?
In an earlier approach to these questions, we considered
the DNA-protein interaction in essentially mechanical terms,
positing a ridges-into-grooves arrangement in which the
outer parts of the DNA molecule fitted into grooves on the
inner surface of the protein sheath (Marzec and Day, 1983).
These grooves were created by the undulating surface of the
a-helices forming the C terminus of the protein subunits, one
a-helix per subunit, so arranged that they surround the DNA
in N continuous tubes winding up the structure axis; where
the a-helix tube of one subunit leaves off, another begins.
Such a mechanical interconnection between symmetries,
which we dubbed the "pitch connection," probably does con-
tribute to the DNA-protein interaction. However, only a part
Virus
CLASS I
Ff (fd)
fd-K48Q
fd-K48T
fd-K48A
CLASS II
Xf
Pfl
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)Pf3
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of the DNA-protein interaction is mechanical, caused by
shapes and matched surfaces. In this paper, we consider elec-
trostatic interactions between the negatively charged DNA
and the positively charged C-terminal region of the protein
coat. We show that the posited electrostatic interaction pro-
duces a more general version of the mathematical relation-
ships between DNA and protein helix parameters. They
emerge naturally from a mathematical description of maxi-
mally interacting coaxial helices, but require no assumptions
about the structure of the protein C-terminus, except that it
is positively charged. However, we will show that input of
these positions, as well as the inclusion of two strands
of DNA, only modifies the strengths of the maximal in-
teractions, introducing no change in the algebraic rela-
tionships among the DNA and protein helix parameters
that correspond to maximal interaction between a single
DNA helix and a coaxial one-start (for Class II) or five-
start (for Class I) helix.
THEORY
Our working hypothesis is that the DNA molecule adopts
helix parameters that maximize the electrostatic interaction
with the protein sheath. The measure of this interaction is the
Helmholtz free energy, A = E - TS. It might seem that
nothing useful can be said about the electrostatic free energy
without detailed knowledge of the electrostatic nature of the
DNA-protein interface, but this is not the case. The electro-
static field created by symmetrically arranged charged resi-
dues is smoother and longer-ranged than the local fields as-
sociated with chemical interactions, so on the nanometer
scale, it tends to blur local details, while retaining long-scale
structural information. We show in this section that rela-
tionships between the symmetries of interacting coaxial he-
lixes can be determined by optimizing the geometry of the
interaction. The details surely affect the magnitude of the
interaction, but they are entirely irrelevant to the sought after
relationships. In this view, the DNA-protein interaction is
characterized by a relatively long spatial scale that obliterates
the effects of local variations in components, while knitting
them into a highly symmetrical structure.
The helically symmetrical potential field
We begin by considering the functional form of the elec-
trostatic potential field created by helix 1, an infinite helix
of point charges with axial rise Az, and rotation angle AO,1.
This form is derived in the Appendix:
V1(r, 4, z) (2)
m=+- n=+o
= z Am(An(r)exp[in(4 - a)]exp[-ik()(z - 3)],
m=-X n=-oo
where
k(l) nA4) - 2nlm3mn \Az,
The form of k) is already familiar from the selection rules
for the layer lines appearing in diffraction from fibers of
helical molecules: I/c = n/P -m/Az = (1/2ir)k('). (The dif-
fracting discontinuous helix has pitch P and axial rise Az; the
sign ofm has been changed for consistency with k(l) but this
is without physical consequence because all integers m and
n are used to calculate the possible l/c values.) Equation 2 is
simply a Fourier decomposition of the 4 and z dependence
of V1. It is clear from inspection that V1 fulfills the condition
of helical symmetry: V,(r, (A + A)1,, z + Az,) = V,(r, 4, z).
The constants a and ,B are arbitrary offsets used below, and
r is the distance from the z axis. The coefficients Amn(r)
determine the nature of the field V,, and they are evaluated
in the Appendix from linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (LPB)
electrostatics. The Appendix also gives the form for a po-
tential field with Nr-fold rotational symmetry, a slightly
modified version of Eqs. 2 and 3 in both of which index n
is replaced by sNr, and the sum in modified Eq. 2 is over all
s values. The form of Eq. 2 applies to all helically sym-
metrical potential fields so, quite generally, it describes the
field created by any helically symmetrical distribution of
sources; in the electrostatic case, these are point charges,
dipoles, or higher multipoles. If the source helix has radius
rs, then we can write Am = Amn(r, re).
Spatial resonance
Now consider a second helix of point charges qj with cy-
lindrical coordinates: [r2, jA 02 + 'Y, jAZ2 + 6], where j =
-J to +J, and y and 8 are arbitrary offsets. Define the elec-
trostatic free energy per unit length:
A -J
where helix 2 has N = 2J + 1 charges within a distance
L = (2J + 1)Az2 along the common structure axis. This is
the entire electrostatic free energy of interaction between the
two helices. The usual factor of (1/2) does not appear because
the free energy of the charges of helix 2 in the potential field
created by the charges of helix 1 is equal to the free energy
of the charges of helix 1 in the potential field created by the
charges of helix 2; instead of doing both sums and applying
the factor (1/2), we do one sum explicitly and omit the (1/2).
We will set qj = Q for all j. Thus,
A iQ\ J m=+con=+
=p(QL) E E A+y (r2a rl) (A)
j=-J m=-X n=-X
Xexpli[n(jAO2 + y -CY) - km(j/\Z2 + 5 - P)]}
Q m=+ n=+oo I
= L I I Bmn I exp{ij[nA4)2 -km)z,]}
M=-X0 n=-oo j=-J
where we have absorbed some of the exponential factors and
Amn into Bmn:
Bmn =Amn(r2, rl)exp{i[n(y - a) - k (- )]}. (6)
(4)
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The j summation may be done through the relation
sin[(J + 1/2)x]
e'Jx= [sin(x/2) (7)
If x = 2'n7n, the right-hand side of this equation attains its
maximum possible value, 2J + 1. Thus, from Eqs. 5 and 7,
A Q\m=+oo n=+x sin[(J + 1/2)(n A42 -k( )Z2)]
L < L m= n=-xmn sin[(nA22- k(l)z2)/2]
(8)
This equation shows the resonance character of the interac-
tion free energy. The ratio of sines is maximum for the M,
and N term when NA42- k(M) AZ2 = 2iifK for some three
integers M, N, and K; or, substituting for kMN,
NA4O1 - 2,irM _ NA42 - 2fKcrkl 2
Az, - AZ2 M,orkN =KTC,N (9)
for the three integers (K, M, N). Let the triple (K, M, N)
represent a vector R in a three-dimensional lattice space,
which consists of the lattice of points with integer values
of K, M, and N. Then we will refer to a resonance as
R = (K, M, N).
The largest contribution to AlL is from the term (QIL)X
(2J + 1)BMN = (Q/Az2)BmN. Thus, if A41, Az,, and A42 are
fixed, the resonance condition may be encountered for values
of AZ2 that obey Eq. 9. The resonance becomes sharper as J
(or L) is increased, and as J (or L) approaches infinity, it
becomes infinitely sharp, so in that case AlL would vanish
unless the resonance condition holds exactly for some set
(K, M, N). If helix 1 and helix 2 represent the protein and
DNA helices of a filamentous phage, then both helices are
finite, with J values of several thousand. If both helices are
taken to be finite, the resonance condition of Eq. 9 is un-
affected, but the resonance is somewhat less sharp.
We can better understand the spatial nature of the reso-
nance by introducing the "subhelix" pitches P(1) defined for
lattice 1 in the Appendix:
pmuk(l)= nA4 -2m (10)
describes one start (Class II) helices; for NR-start helices
(NR = 5 for Class I virions), n is a multiple of NR and Az
equals the z spacing between NR-mers. Fig. 1 shows ex-
amples of subhelices of Class I and Class II protein lattices.
The m/n = 2/11 subhelix of the Class II lattice denotes the
backbone of the C-terminal portion of the Pfl subunit
(Makowski and Caspar, 1981); the subhelices and the MIN
notation appear prominently in a previous algebraic model-
ing study of the filamentous phages (Marzec and Day, 1988).
Any pair of integers m and n and a set of lattice parameters
have a corresponding subhelix, which can be located on a
lattice diagram and denotes a direction on the lattice diagram.
This notation is more compact than writing, for example, "the
direction of the 6-start helix," meaning the P16 helix; the
verbal description is inadequate for higher order subhelices,
such as the P3,17 helix. Klug et al. (1958) introduced
these helices in the context of fiber diffraction theory, re-
ferring to helical projection down the helix with pitch nc/l,
which in our notation is Pmn.
Writing p(2)-2imAz2/(nA -2-=n*) = 2n/k(2) for lat-
tice 2, the resonance condition of Eq. 9 becomes
p(l) = p(2)MN KN (11)
(If one helix has NR-fold rotational symmetry, then in this
equation N must be a multiple of NR.) Thus, a "single spatial
resonance" occurs when the protein subhelix of pitch PO)
associated with helix 1 is identical to the DNA subhelix of
pitch P(2) associated with helix 2; i.e., the DNA and protein
lattices share a subhelix. The vector R labels the shared sub-
helices with pitches P(P'O) = p(dna) If K = 0, then the sub-
helix p(2) of lattice 2 has pitch 2WAz2/A42, which is the pitch
of the basic DNA helix; similarly for M = 0 and the basic
protein helix of lattice 1. A resonance that utilizes one of the
basic helices is likely to be strong. Equation 11 or 9 deter-
mines one relationship between the four helix parameters.
Double resonance
A "double resonance" condition obtains if two triples of in-
tegers, say R1 (K1, M1, N1) and R2 (K2, M2, N2), satisfy the
resonance condition. We then have P(l) = P(2) NV and
P°2) =2 p(22) N We will denote this solution as R X R IfM2,N2K2,N2 ~~ ~~~~~~~12' i
R1 and R2 are resonances, then any linear combination with
Rpq pRl + qR2, for integers p and q, will work as well;
ie., K = pK1 + qK2, etc. The tips of the vectors Rp,q, evaluated
for all integers p and q, determine a two-dimensional net of
points, the plane that passes through Rl, R2, and the origin,
K = M = N = 0. Thus, the two resonance vectors R1 and
R2 generate an infinite plane of resonances in KMN space, a
double resonance "family." Although every point in the
KMN lattice space corresponds to a single possible resonant
interaction between two coaxial helices, only helices in
double resonance share an entire plane of resonant inter-
action points.
A plane through the origin is determined uniquely by its
normal vector, so we define the "double resonance vector"
D-R1XR2. (12)
where the X denotes the usual vector cross product, and
D has components: D1 = M1N2- M2N1, D2 = N1K2- N2K1
and D3= K1M2- K2M1. The ratios of the components of a
vector D are rational numbers, so eachD labels a lattice point
in theKMN space. We will denote a double resonance family
by its normal vector D; the vector cD, for any real, non-zero
constant c, indicates the same double resonance. The com-
ponents of D will be separated by slashes, i.e., (D1/D2/D3),
to avoid confusion with the components of a resonance R,
which will be separated as above with commas. Each double
resonance D has associated with it a plane lattice formed
from the tips of all resonance vectors R but we will see
below that a few of these are much more significant than all
the others. If linear combinations of R1 and R2 are used to
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calculate D, its direction remains unchanged and only its
magnitude is affected. Given a double resonance D, basis
vectors for the double resonance plane can be written
ri = [O, D3, -D2]
r2= [-D3, 0, D1] (13)
r3 = [D2, -D1, O].
Any integer sums of these generate possible double reso-
nance vectors R. Because 0 = D r1 + D2 2 + D3r3, these
vectors are not linearly independent.
The double resonance condition gives two Eqs. 9 in four
variables AzproA4proAZDN, and A4DNA with solutions
O = D1A4DNA + D2A4pro + 27rD3 (14)
and
O = D1AZDNA + D2AZPrO. (15)
Equations 14 and 15 are our main result. These equations
show that the direction of D is meaningful, but not its mag-
nitude or its sign. Helix parameters related as above by a
double resonance condition correspond to an infinite family
of shared subhelices; examples of double resonances will be
seen in the applications.
Recasting Eqs. 14 and 15 reveals other relationships.
Equation 15 combined with Eq. 1 gives
n -2D1
and (16)
n -2D
S NRD2 (NR- start),
where NR = 5 for the Class I viruses. Dividing Eq. 14 by
AZDNA and using Eq. 15 yields
1 1 D3
0= pN - p + (17)
PDNA Ppro Lrepeat
where Lrepeat DlAZDNA = -D2AZpro is the axial repeat dis-
tance for the DNA-protein interaction. This equation has the
same form as the "restricted pitch connection" equation
(Marzec and Day, 1983), but with a third term that reflects
the more general nature of the present considerations.
Every direction in KMN space that intersects one of its
lattice points corresponds to some possible double resonance
D. A structure in a given double resonance configuration is
described by one and only one D; a different D describes a
different structure. To compare two double resonance struc-
tures, D, and DD numerical values for the BMN are needed.
Comparison is important because Eq. 16 shows that all ra-
tional numbers correspond to double resonance n/s values,
which is clearly not a useful result unless some are much
more powerful than others. However, the value of AlL can
remain finite only if the sum over the AMN values of a family
converges, and this suggests that only for small integers M
andNwill the AmN, and hence the BMN, be large. The finitude
of the actual helices is also helpful, because it disallows
the ultra-long scale resonances corresponding to very large
integers.
The four-zone model
To render these observations quantitative, a physical model
for the electrostatic interaction is needed. A rough guide to
the size of the BMN values is sufficient. This is fortunate,
because the electrostatics problem represented by a DNA-
protein interface cannot be solved exactly. The distance be-
tween the DNA and protein surfaces is only several ang-
stroms; solvent molecules may be present; the dielectric
properties of the DNA and protein are different, and dielec-
tric behavior is poorly defined at such small distances. Also,
a laboriously obtained more accurate solution would be of
little use, because we wish to examine large ranges of helix
parameters. Thus, we will content ourselves with a solution
to the LPB equation, which will give a reasonable, qualita-
tively useful guide to the sizes of the double resonances.
The Appendix calculates, in the LPB approximation, the
electrostatic potential field caused by a helix of point
charges. This calculation amounts to determining the A.
values, which emerge as an appropriately weighted product
of modified Bessel functions. This potential field has been
presented in a different form by Soumpasis (1978) to extend
the range of the Debye-Huckel condensation theory of
Manning. His expression involves only the Ko Bessel func-
tion, which is computationally convenient; however, its form
does not allow for easy calculation of the resonant interaction
with a second helix or for continuous variation of helix
parameters.
For the most plausible simple model consistent with the
LPB equation, we have divided the space into four coaxial
regions, each of which can be given its own dielectric con-
stant E and Debye damping factor K: region I is the innermost,
from r =O to r = rDNA, whererDNA represents the outer radius
of the (presumed roughly cylindrical) DNA molecule; region
II is the innerzone, between rDNA and rpro, the innermost edge
of the protein coat; region III represents the (presumed cy-
lindrical) protein coat, from r = rpro to r = rv, the virion
radius, about 30-35 A. The double sum converges slowly,
but we find for rPO - rDNAI > -0.5 A that including terms
beyond n = 50 causes fractional changes of less than 10-.
A simpler model with constant E and K values would also
allow computation of the A. values, but the more elaborate
calculation allows us to assess to what extent the relative
strengths of the A. depend on the details. If it were found
that changes in the E or K values alter the relative strengths
of the A., then it would be far more difficult to locate the
most significant double resonances. What we do find upon
varying the model parameters is that the relative strengths of
the A. do not change significantly.
So far we have considered only the DNA-protein inter-
action, neglecting the self-energies of the DNA and protein
helices. The DNA-self energy arises from both inter-strand
and intra-strand interactions. Because of the large distances
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between charges in usual DNA geometry, as is probable in
Xf, IKe, Ifl, and Ff (Day et al., 1988), self-energy contri-
butions are minor compared with the DNA-protein interac-
tion. However, in the special case of Pfl, discussed in detail
below, the DNA self-energy contributes significantly in de-
termining the virion structure. To demonstrate this numeri-
cally, the total self-energies of the DNA strands and of the
protein charges have been calculated and added to the DNA-
protein interaction energy. This is easy to do in the simplified
case of K and E values assumed to be constant in all four
zones, because then the contribution from each charge is
simplyqe -Kr///(rE). We find that generally the self-energy is
negligible compared with the interaction energy. (We have cal-
culated the DNA-protein interaction energy in this way for a
uniform medium, for comparison to the four-zone model; the
two calculations agree to within 1%, forDNA and protein charge
separations greater than 1/2 A, with errors caused by series trun-
cation.) Because our purpose is to understand the DNA-protein
interaction, we will generally omit consideration oftheDNA and
protein self-energies, except in the special case of Pfl.
Distributed charges, the product lattice, and
resonant phasing
Although the relative sizes of the Amn values are insensitive
to details, the situation is different with the Bmn, because the
phase factors, depending on the relative offsets of the DNA
and protein helices, can dramatically change the value of the
Bmn. Here we introduce the facts that there are two strands
of DNA, and that the protein subunits typically contain from
two to four basic residues (see Table 1). Let the coordinates
of charges of the 0 th subunit be r, at, , where t = 1 to T;
treat the two DNA strands as a single helix of pairs of nucle-
otides, containing two charges per nucleotide pair, and put
the DNA charges in the 0th residue at coordinates: rs, ys, 5,
where s = 1 and 2. These charges can be introduced by
summing the contributions from all the basic residues in
finding Vl, and by summing over both strands ofDNA when
calculating the free energy. Thus,
T 2
B i[na,t-k( )Pt] Ei[ny,-k('.)8,]Am(r,,, rt ).
t=l s=l
These sums are form factors for the charge distributions,
written for helical geometry. We will suppose that the struc-
ture is in a double resonance configuration, so we need to
evaluate the effect of the offsets on Bmn only when (m, n)
belong to a double resonance family. The maximum values
of the first and second sums are T and 2, respectively, which
occurs if every square bracket of Eq. 18 equals a multiple of
2Xu. These equations are the same for the protein offsets
(a, ,3) and for the DNA offsets (,y, 8), so denoting the angular
offsets by X and the z offsets by A, we have
N - k(l)l N, A = 2TL,
N2(t-k(N) A = 2irL2.
The solutions w, A form a lattice, which we will call the
"product lattice," indexed by the integers L1 and L2. (The
product lattice exists in the two-dimensional 4-z space, and
it should not be confused with the KMN lattice space or the
planar lattice of points in the KMN space that correspond to
a double resonance.) If some numbers co and A solve Eqs. 19
for two members of a double resonance family R1 = (K1, M1,
N1) and R2 = (K2, M2, N2) and two integers L1 and L2, then
they will solve the equivalent equation for any resonance in
that family, Rpq = pR + j and L = pLl + qL2. Thus, a given
product lattice corresponds to a particular double resonance
D. Equations 19 are solved for (cw, A) = (A0)pro, AZpro) or,
using Eq. 9, for (w, A) = (A DNA, AZDNA). So the product
lattice contains the basic lattices of the DNA and protein; the
product lattice for a Class I protein coat shares its fivefold
rotational symmetry.
The product lattice can be understood geometrically as
well. One can suppose, for the moment, that the subunits
contain a single charge and set the protein charge of the 0th
subunit directly "above" (same 4 and z, greater r) the DNA
phosphate charge of the 0th nucleotide of one DNA strand.
The DNA helical symmetry then fixes the positions of the
charges of all other nucleotides in the strand, generating a
single DNA helix on the 4-z plane. This procedure can be
repeated for a series of imaginary DNA strands, each posi-
tioned with its 0th nucleotide charge under a different protein
helix charge, until all of the protein charges have a DNA
charge under them. The resulting set of DNA helices then
forms the product lattice.
If the protein subunit has Tcharges, another T - 1 charges
can be added to the 0th subunit, using T - 1 sets of offsets
Cw and A, which are solutions of Eqs. 19, so that all T charges
lie on the product lattice. Then the protein helical symmetry
places all the charges of all T helices in optimum positions
on the product lattice. The same can be done for the charges
of the second DNA strand, giving two DNA helices on the
product lattice. We will call a helix of charges positioned on
the product lattice "resonantly phased," so this construction
describes T + 2 resonantly phased helices. From the
standpoint of the DNA-protein interaction, it makes no
difference which solutions of Eqs. 19 are used (which
helical sets of product lattice points are occupied), be-
cause averaged over the virion, all resonantly phased he-
lices are equivalent. Figs. 3, 7, and 9, discussed below,
show examples of product lattices.
Optimized double resonance
The double resonance conditions of Eqs. 14 and 15 address
the problems mentioned above by determining a relation be-
tween two coaxial helices. But a structure in a given double
resonance, D, still has two free parameters. Because n/s is
fixed by Eq. 16 one of these two parameters can be an axial
rise, and because A4)DNA iS given in terms of L(4pro by Eq. 14,
the other can be a rotation angle. Taking the free parameters
to be /zpro and A)pro, we now ask whether the interaction
function can be optimized in these as well. Because the
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double resonance conditions were defined by requiring that
the exponential factor of Eq. 5 be unity, the net strength of
the interaction is the sum of the AMN values in the double
resonance family. We will seek to optimize this sum.
Because n/s is fixed for a given double resonance, varying
AZpro automatically causes AZDNA to adjust in concert, so the
net effect of changing AZpro is to redefine the length scale of
the problem, without altering its angular geometry. A change
in the length scale amounts only to a change in the radii of
the two helices, so a monotonic increase in AZpro produces a
monotonic change in the net interaction, without giving local
minima in the free energy. Thus, it is not possible to optimize
the interaction function in AZpro
The situation regarding A4)pro is more interesting. It
is shown in the Appendix that in the LPB model, the
M and N dependence of the AMN values arises through
(k2 + K2)112, which appears as the argument of modified
Bessel functions. This shows that: AMN is maximum for a
A4¢pro value that causes km to vanish; the maximum value of
AMN decreases with N; and a small value of Azpro sharpens the
dependence on A#pro, whereas a large value washes out the
maximum. The Appendix also proves that this behavior is
fairly general, arising from any spherically symmetrical in-
teraction potential that falls offwith distance from its source,
in a uniform medium. The result is that the value A4P.O =
2-7rM/N gives a maximum in AMN, even for a more general
interaction than that of the LPB equation. Thus, of the infinite
lattice points of a given double resonance family, those two
or three with the smallest N values dominate the sum over
m and n for the interaction energy, causing a local minimum
in AlL when km vanishes at A4s = 27rM/N. Because the
double resonance has k(Pro) = kfja), such an optimized in-
teraction fixes A4DNA = 2-TrK/N as well. We will give ex-
amples below.
2.6
APPLICATIONS
Our purpose in this section is not to produce detailed struc-
ture models of any of the filamentous bacteriophages, but to
demonstrate how the double resonance hypothesis might il-
luminate the study of their DNA-protein interfaces. As a
working hypothesis, we have assumed that the pair of coaxial
helices corresponding to each virion is near an electrostatic
equilibrium configuration, so that there is no large imbalance
of electrical forces which must be offset by other forces.
Combined with the double resonance model, this gives the
"double resonance hypothesis": structures containing pairs
of coaxial helices have symmetry parameters corresponding
to an optimized double resonance. Within this framework,
each virion entails a separate analysis, depending on avail-
able data and its own idiosyncracies.
Ff
Because it has been the subject of x-ray diffraction and mu-
tagenesis studies, more is known about Ff than about other
Class I viruses. Its Class I protein lattice has a rotation angle
of -36°; the Class I axial rise of -16 A, combined with the
Ff n/s value of -2.4, give AzDNA -2.66 A for Ff. If the two
layer lines reported for FfDNA (Banner et al., 1981) can be
taken at face value, they indicate a DNA pitch of 26.7 A.
Combined with AZDNA, this yields a DNA rotation angle
A#DNA = 36° (see Marzec and Day, 1983). The mutant Ff
form has n/s -1.8, and its overall morphology (e.g., virion
mass per length) is unchanged, but there is no direct data
concerning its DNA rotation angle.
The LPB model allows us to calculate the interaction en-
ergy for a finite stretch of nucleotides in the potential field
created by the protein, as a function of arbitrary helix pa-
rameters. We can visualize double resonances via contours
on the n/s-A4^NA plane, as shown in Fig. 2; it was prepared
for a Class I protein lattice, with fivefold rotational sym-
metry, based on a single charge per subunit and a singleDNA
helix. If the other DNA strand and other protein charges are
included on resonantly phased helices, then the resulting con-
tour plots are identical to a plot made with only one-charge
basic helices, except for the scaling factor of 2T. Each
minimum in the interaction energy contour plot corresponds
to some double resonance D. The figure has fivefold sym-
metry in A4DNA, with mirror symmetry around the lines
A4DNA = (36 j)°. Only contours of the deepest minima are
displayed, and these double resonances can be compared
with the parameters of the native and mutant Ff virions.
The simplest way to determine the double resonance cor-
responding to any given minimum, some (nis, A4DNA) point,
is to scan through all possible D vectors with small com-
ponents, sifting out those which, when combined with the
Class I protein lattice parameters through Eqs. 14 and 15,
yield AzDNA and A4DNA sufficiently near the given target val-
ues. The n/s value of 2.4 and the assumption that the DNA
2.4
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FIGURE 2 The interaction energy contour plot for different DNA helices
coaxial with a Class I protein coat, with DNA rotation angle A4DNA on the
abscissa and n/s on the ordinate. The interaction energies were calculated
based on the four-zone model, with E = 3, K = 0.5 A-', the DNA charges
at 10 A radius, and the protein charges at 11 A radius. The choices of the
actual values for E, K, and the radii do not change the positions of any of
the spots and have only small effects on their relative strengths. The in-
teraction was calculated for a 50 residue DNA molecule. The native Ff
double resonance is labeled A, with n/s = 2.4 and A4)DNA = 360; possible
solutions for the mutant Ff, with n/s = 1.8, are labeled B and C.
A
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pitch is 26.7A give, for the native Ff structure, &(DNA = 360,
which corresponds to a moderately strong double resonance:
DFf(native) = (-60/10/5) (point A on Fig. 2). The mutant phage
has two possible double resonances in the vicinity of n/s =
1.8 and a DNA rotation angle near 360: the minimum at
A4DNA = 320 has DFf(mutant) = (-45/10/3) (B of Fig. 2); the
minimum at A4DNA = 400 has DFf(mutmt) = (-45/10/4) (C of
Fig. 2).
We can now calculate the interaction energy for the
Dfd(native) = (-60/10/5) double resonance structure, as a func-
tion of the protein rotation angle. This curve shows a single
minimum at A4pro = 360, but it is weak because the 16 A
value for AZpro is very large, in accord with the remarks in
the last section. The positive self-energy of the protein coat
also shows a small minimum at this angle, because of its
tendency to maximally space the repelling charges of its pen-
tamers. Thus, it appears that the 360 Class I protein lattice
rotation angle can only be weakly stabilized by an optimized
interaction.
Fig. 3 is product lattice for the native Ff model. The fixed
DNA strand and the protein lattice both lie on the product
lattice, and the second DNA strand can be located at offsets
of (36j)0 from the fixed strand. In terms of the DNA-protein
interaction alone, each of these positions is equivalent, but
DNA inter-strand repulsion and stearic constraints would
tend to select an azimuthal offset that separates the strands
well, such as 1800 or 1440. The spacing between points of
the product lattice can easily accommodate the four charges
of the C-terminus of the Ff coat protein; the adjacent points
are neither so far apart that the charges cannot reach them nor
so close together that they cannot be distinguished by finite
orbitals.
N
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Pf1
In the following, we will consider Class II protein coats,
single start helices with idealized symmetry parameters
A4opro = 66.66° and Azpro = 2.9 A, lattice parameters for the
low temperature form of Pfl. Fig. 4 shows a large-scale con-
tour plot ofDNA-protein interaction energy based on a single
idealized Class II protein helix and a single DNA helix. The
figure is dominated by a "main sequence," which contains by
far the most powerful interactions, a chasm on the free energy
contour plot. It represents those DNA helix parameters that
correspond to a DNA pitch PDNA equal to the basic protein
pitch Ppro, which implies n/s = 2A4Opro/A4DNA. For structures
on the main sequence, the basic protein and DNA helices
can be taken as one pair of shared resonant subhelices. Then
PDNA = P ro implies N A4Apro/AZpro = NA4PQNA/AZDNA, or
k(Pro) = kJda); this resonance may be written R = (0, 0, N).O,N O,N'
For a main sequence double resonance D = (0, 0, N1) X
(K2, M2, N2), the corresponding double resonance vector is
D = (-M2/K2/0), so D lies in the KM plane and its direction
is independent of N1 and N2. Fig. 5 plots the DNA-protein
interaction energy vs. n/s along the main sequence, display-
ing these troughs in finer detail. Equation 16 says that n/s =
2(M2/K2), and minima at these rational numbers are clearly
evident, particularly those with n/s = 1 and n/s = 2.
We now consider Pfl. Its stoichiometry n/s = 1 (Kostrikis
et al., 1994) immediately suggests that its DNA and pro-
tein arrangement might be simple, both helices following
the same pitch, with AzDNA = 2AzPro, corresponding to the
n/s = 1 resonance in Fig. 5. Whatever the symmetry of Pfl
DNA, its axial rise of as much as 6.1 A, the largest of which
we are aware, guarantees that it possesses an unusual con-
figuration. This conclusion is supported by the circular di-
chroism and ultraviolet absorbance spectra of Pfl, which are
unlike those of any classical DNA (Casadevall and Day,
1983; Kostrikis et al., 1994). Because the interphosphate dis-
tance along a maximally stretchedDNA strand is under -7.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
n/s
1.5
1.0
180° 0.5
FIGURE 3 A product lattice for the DR(native) = (-60/10/5) model. The
Class I protein lattice (0) and one DNA strand (X) are shown, with one
protein charge and one DNA charge at the origin; the abscissa is the azi-
muthal offset of the second DNA strand, and the ordinate is its z offset. The
shared resonances (1,1,10) and (0,-5,10) are shown; examples of subhelices
that are not resonances are PtP) and P(P°), shown in Fig. 1 A.
300 600 900
A4DNA
1200 150'
FIGURE 4 A contour plot of interaction energy as a function of A4DNA
(x axis) and n/s (y axis) for a Class II protein coat and different single DNA
helices coaxial to it. Parameters used for the four-zone model were those
used for Fig. 2. The descending arc is the "main sequence," which gives the
most powerful resonances possible for any set of input parameters.
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FIGURE 5 Free energy of interaction per nucleotide as a function of n/s
for coaxial helices along the main sequence shown in Fig. 4. Along the main
sequence the DNA and protein helices have the same pitch and A#DNA =
2A4Pr,0/(n/s). Each dip is a double resonance, the strongest corresponding
to n/s values that are the ratios of small integers. The interaction energy was
calculated for 100DNA residues, with K = 0.5 A-', E = 3, the DNA charges
at 10 A radius, and the protein charges at 11 A radius.
A, the backbone of a helical DNA molecule with a given
AZDNA and a given PDNA can be pulled out only to a maximum
radius determined by the geometry (Day et al., 1979). Given
its extremely large AZDNA value, a Pfl DNA that follows the
protein helix, and thus has PDNA 16 A, must have its back-
bone wound tightly around the structure axis; the radial po-
sition of the phosphorus atoms is under 2.5 A. Not until the
DNA pitch exceeds about 80A can the DNA backbone reach
out as far as 10 A. It is surprisingly easy to make a stereo-
chemically feasible double-stranded DNA molecule with a
pitch of 16 A and an axial rise of as much as 6.1 A (Day et al.,
1988; and our unpublished modeling experiments).
However, if the Pfl DNA has its sugar phosphate back-
bone near the center, then the electrostatic repulsion between
the two strands assumes paramount significance. Given such
a constraint, the structure must be optimized with respect to
the electrostatic energy. The most significant constraint in-
volves the phasing of the two strands of DNA, determined
by the need to maximize the inter-phosphate distances. Fig. 6
shows contours of the electrostatic free energy of the two
DNA strands, as it depends on their relative position. Strand
1 is fixed, denoted by a cross, with one phosphate charge
positioned at the origin; the abscissa is the azimuthal offset
of strand 2, and the ordinate is its z offset. The entire second
strand moves according to these offsets. Because the self
energy of one strand is constant, the contours show only the
repulsion between the two strands. The minima occur for
offsets that locate strand 2 in the potential trough between the
windings of strand 1, and within that trough there are two
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FIGURE 6 A contour plot of total electrostatic free energy per unit length
(eV/A) caused by DNA-DNA interactions; free energy was calculated for
a simplified four zone model with K = 0.2 A-1, E = 3, DNA charges at 3.4
A radius, and protein charges at 7 A radius. Lattice parameters were (1/2)-
AZDNA =AZpro = 2.9 A and (½/2)A/bDNA = A+pro = 65.45450. DNA strand 1,
denoted by X, was fixed, with a charge at the origin. The abscissa is the
azimuthal offset of strand 2, y, the ordinate is its z offset, 8. Only the low
energy contours are plotted; the contours of increasingly higher energy, at
lower offsets from the fixed DNA strand, have been suppressed for clarity.
The displacement of the second strand producing the lowest energy has
y = (A4bpro + Xn) and 8 = AZpro (see also Fig. 7).
special positions. One is a minimum lying midway between
two points of the fixed DNA lattice, on the R = (2, 1, 2)
resonance (i.e., along the P(Pro) = p(DNA) subhelices); the
other is a "neck" that lies midway between two other points
of the fixed lattice, but on the R = (2, 1, 4) resonance. It is
clear from inspection that the phosphate charges of the two
strands are maximally spaced when a phosphate of strand 2
lies on the minimum.
These special positions can be determined analytically.
The electrostatic free energy of interaction of the two DNA
point charge helices depends on the relative phasing of the
two strands through an exponential factor like that of the s
sum of Eq. 18, but written for k(DNA) instead of k0o), and
summed over indices k and n. Because both strands have
negative charges, the s sum vanishes for a given (k,n) if nfy
- k(DNA) 8 = (2L + 1)-nr; the extra wr term on the right-hand
side causes cancellation with the contribution from strand 1.
Because we are not now considering a resonance with a pro-
tein sheath, which would select specific K and N values, we
minimize the sum in Eq. 5 by seeking offsets which allow
such cancellation for the largest number of (k, n) pairs. Set-
ting y = aA4DNA + c-n- and 8 = bAzDNA, the equation above
for y and 8 shows that the s sum can vanish for an arbitrary
A4DNA only if a = b. Cancellation then demands that 2L +
1 = 2ka + nc, which is possible for a large set of ks and ns
only if c and 2a are integers. Because of azimuthal 2iir pe-
riodicity, only c = 0 and c = 1 need be considered. Because
a = b, the possibility c = 0 gives strand 2 offset along strand
1, which is surely a maximum overlap, so we have c = 1.
Because of the helical periodicity along a strand, it is suf-
ficient to consider the cases A) 2a = 0 and B) 2a = 1. Case
A gives y = Xi and 8 = 0, and cancellation occurs if 2L +
¢~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1 = n. Inspection of Fig. 6 shows that case A corresponds
to the "neck," which could become a minimum if the protein
rotation angle were different. Case B has y = (½/2)ADNA +
XT and 8 = (1/2)AzDNA, which gives cancellation if
2L + 1 = k + n. Case B corresponds to the position of the
minimum of Fig. 6. Either case gives no contribution to the
free energy from one set of k and n values and maximum
contribution from the remaining values. Which of the two
minima is deeper therefore depends on which k and n values
give the largest Akin values. The Appendix shows how the Akin
depend on k, n, and AZDNA, through kkNA). In a sequence of
DNA lattices made with a different A4ODNA values, the rela-
tive strengths of the two minima would change.
The optimal phasing of the DNA helices has consequences
for the DNA contribution to the Pfl fiber diffraction pattern.
The Pfl protein helix parameters (Table 1), AZpro = 2.77 A
and A4tpro = 66.660 give the selection rule: I/c = (Sn -
27k)/75A-1; the DNA has the same pitch but twice the axial
rise, with selection rule l/c = (iOn - 27k)/150A-1. (We use
index k instead of the usual m to connect consistently with
the previous development.) Thus, the DNA layer lines with
odd k values correspond to "half layer lines" when indexed
on the protein pattern, and the even k lines superimpose onto
the protein pattern. For simplicity, the structure factor caused
by the phosphate groups, before cylindrical averaging, can be
approximated as (Holmes and Blow, 1966):
Fphosphate (R, 0 ) (20)
m=+oo k=+oo s=2
Jn (27rRrphosphate)ein(O+c/2): e- i(n-y-kNA)kk
m=-oo k=-oo s=l
where the s sum is over strands 1 and 2. The sum over s is
what gave cancellation, for appropriate k and n values, in
casesA and B above. Thus, we find immediately for the more
likely phasing of the DNA strands of case B, that the phos-
phates make no contribution to the diffraction when k + n
is an odd integer, and so the half layer lines with odd k have
no contributions from Bessel functions with even n. For case
A the s summation cancels if n is odd for any k, so the half
layer lines have no diffraction spots from odd order Bessel
functions.
Having considered the optimal theoretical DNA-DNA in-
teraction, we can now consider the protein charges. Fig. 7 is
a product lattice diagram for the Dpfl = (- 1/2/0) double
resonance, showing the optimal phasing positions for the
protein and the two DNA helices. Built from the smallest
integers that can give rise to n/s = 1, this double resonance
is very strong, and it also is the simplest that can accom-
modate DNA strand 1 (X), DNA strand 2 (+), and the two
positive charges at the DNA binding C-terminus of the sub-
unit (denoted by a circle and a square). To minimize the
inter-strand repulsion, the charges of the second DNA strand
(+) are positioned in the minima of Fig. 6, discussed above.
The arrangement of protein charges allows each DNA strand
equal access to a protein charge, although it has the X
strand always associated with a "circle" charge, and the
+ strand always associated with a "square" charge. This
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FIGURE 7 A product lattice diagram for the Pfl model, showing the po-
sitions of the charges on the two DNA strands (x,+) and the positions of
two charges on each protein subunit (E1, 0). This product lattice corresponds
to double resonance D = (-1/2/0), with basis vectors (0, 0, 2) and (2, 1, 2);
both of these subhelix directions are shown in dotted lines. The negative
charges of the first DNA strand are denoted by xs. The second DNA strand
is displaced from the first along the (2, 1, 2) direction by offsets 'Y = (A4\pro
+ 7r) and 8 = AzproX and its negative charges are denoted by cross-marks
(+). The two positive charges associated with a single protein subunit
(l, 0) are displaced from each other along the (2, 1, 4) direction with offsets
a = (2A4zPrO + n-) and (3 = 2Azpro; these charges are linked by solid lines.
Unlike other product lattice diagrams shown below, there are no unoccupied
lattice points.
lattice has an azimuthal displacement of 470 between protein
charges from one subunit, and their Z spacing is about 6 A;
they are displaced along the P(P°) subhelix direction, the sub-
helix of the R = (2, 1, 4) resonance. With the axis of the
C-terminal helix axis at a radius of about 15 A, the required
spacings can be attained with the long side chains of Arg4
and Lys45, maximally splayed. The strong local potential
fields help to position these charges.
In the considerations leading to Fig. 7, the idealized pro-
tein rotation angle A4pro -66.66° was assumed. This as-
sumption can be explored by varying A4Opro, while maintain-
ing the value n/s = 1, the equality of the DNA and protein
pitches (main sequence), and the resonant phasing relation-
ships between the DNA strands and the protein charges of
Fig. 7. The resulting sequence of structures is what one would
make by redrawing this figure, using a range of values for
A4pro, but maintaining the relationship A4ODNA = 2A4Opro and
all z values. The total electrostatic free energy of this model
includes the DNA-protein interaction energy and the DNA-
DNA and protein-protein self-energies, calculated according
to the phasings used in Fig. 7; thus, it includes the two strands
of DNA and two charged helices generated by the doubly-
charged protein. Fig. 8 shows that AlL has a minimum
for A4pro -65°, which is very near the observed value of
-66.6°. The minimum occurs at somewhat lower protein
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FIGURE 8 Electrostatic interaction free energy per unit length along
structure axis, expressed as electron volts per A, as a function of protein
rotation angle AOpro for the Pfl model. The interaction energies were cal-
culated on the basis of two DNA strands and a doubly-charged protein
subunit, with relative phasings dependent on A4prOr as depicted in Fig. 7. For
this calculation, K = 0.3 A-1, E = 3, the DNA charges were at 2.75 A radius,
and the protein charges were at 5 A radius. Bound models occur if the protein
charge is moved as far out as 8 A radius.
rotation angles, usually between 600 and 640, for different
choices of modeling parameters. Those parameter sets that
give the most negative free energy also give A4pro values
closest to 66.660; when the neutralizing protein charges are
brought to between 1.5 and 2A of the phosphate charges, the
smallest free energy occurs at -66.60.
This concurrence between the theory and the empirical
rotation angle of the protein lattice depends intimately on the
presence and phasing of the two DNA strands and the two
charged protein helices. With its phosphate atoms lying
within -2.5 A from the structure axis, the DNA model has
phosphate charges within -4 A from the structure axis. To
maintain an electrostatically bound structure, one with a
negative total free energy, the "neutralizing" protein charges
must lie within -8 A from the structure axis. They can do
this because they are situated on the long side chains of lysine
and arginine residues, at the C-terminus of the subunit. How-
ever, at such a small radius and separated by only one-half
of the rotation angle and axial rise of the DNA, these charges
confer a substantial positive, de-stabilizing, self-energy to
the protein helix. To see the effects of the various contri-
butions to the total electrostatic free energy, we can remove
them one at a time from the full model. Removing all en-
ergies except the interaction energy between a single strand
of DNA and a single protein helix gives a free energy mini-
mum at about £P)pro 100°. Removing only the protein
self-interaction gives no minimum in AlL in the range 200 <
AEkpro < 1200. If only one of the two protein charges is al-
lowed to approach the DNA charges (i.e., if either the circles
or the squares are removed from Fig. 7), the minimum is near
800 for parameters that give a strongly bound structure, and
it approaches 65° only for parameters that give very weak
binding. Thus, it appears that both protein charges must be
included to find a minimum ofAIL at a protein rotation angle
close to the observed value for very stable structures. This
particular result is model-dependent, but we believe that
the model proposed already captures the most important
features. By contrast, the argument giving the relative
phasing of the two DNA strands is geometrical, and so it is
not model-dependent.
Marvin et al. (1992) have sketched a Pfl model in which
a double resonance appears implicitly. To avoid the elec-
trostatic problem attached to phosphates-in DNA, they locate
the phosphorus atoms at a radius of about 5 A. Their pro-
posed DNA pitch is 185 A, corresponding to the P(P1P) sub-
helix of the protein lattice. Their DNA and protein lattices
are in the weak double resonance: D = (3/-6/1), with two
basis resonance vectors R = (0,1,6) and R = (-1, 1, 9); this
double resonance has a deep minimum in its interaction free
energy for a protein rotation angle of 600, so it does not
stabilize the observed A4pro of 66.60.
Xf
Early studies ofXf suggested that its n/s value was the integer
2. However, more recent results now indicate a noninteger
value greater than 2 (Table 1), and silver binding studies
(Casadevall and Day, 1982, 1983) show that Xf DNA is
right-handed with a pitch in the vicinity of 30 A, closely
similar to Ff DNA. Right-handedness means that only the
positive rotation angle part of the n/s -A4DNA plane in the
range of 25°-40° need be considered. Because this range
excludes the main sequence, its resonances are less powerful
than that of Pfl. Allowing for error in the n/s values, we
consider only models with 2.1 < n/s < 2.3. Within this range,
six solutions appear possible, and the LPB model estimates
that their strengths, compared with the off-resonance back-
ground, are similar. The strongest double resonance of these
is D = (12/-11/1), with n/s = 2(12/11) = 2.1818, A4DNA
=31.1110, and PDNA = 30.7 A from Eqs. 14 and 16. These
parameters agree well with observations, but this double
resonance has its minimum free energy at a protein rotation
angle of - 720, so this model for the Xf virion is not an
optimized double resonance. Two optimized double reso-
nances occur within the allowed range: the first is D = (13/
- 12/1), with n/s = 2(13/12) = 2.1667, A4DNA = 33.840, and
PDNA = 27.3 A; The second is D = (37/-35/3), with n/s =
2(37/35) = 2.1143, /¢DNA = 33.870, and PDNA= 27.9 A.
These DNA pitches and rotation angles are based on a protein
rotation angle of 66.660 and an axial rise of 2.77 A. These
three vectors point in neighboring directions in KMN space.
The resonant interaction idea cannot discriminate unam-
biguously between the last two possibilities, but the choice
is clarified by comparing the two corresponding product lat-
tices. Fig. 9 shows the D = (13/-12/1) product lattice, char-
acterized by a prominent line of points along the direction of
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FIGURE 9 The product lattice for the Xf model, the D = (13, -12, 1)
double resonance; it was calculated using A4pro = 2.777 A and A4pro =
66.6660. Directions (1, 2, 11) and (0, 1, 12) are indicated; the (1, 2, 11) di-
rection is nearly parallel to the structure axis because this double resonance
is nearly optimum; i.e., 66.660 - (2/11)3600. Circles represent one protein
charge of each subunit, and xs represent one DNA strand. The other three
protein charges and the other DNA strand would generate helices parallel
to the protein and DNA basic helices, respectively; they would also occupy
the product lattice.
the (1, 2, 11) resonance, a member of the D = (13/-12/1)
family. The P(Pro) subhelix has appeared prominently in the
modeling of the Class II protein lattice (Makowski et al.,
1980; Makowski and Caspar, 1981; Marzec and Day, 1983,
1988), as the direction of the protein subunit backbone in the
DNA interaction domain. In the product lattice, there are 13
points between successive subunits along the (1, 2, 11) sub-
helix direction, each spaced in the z direction by 11(2.77)/13
A = 2.35 A. This configuration makes it particularly easy
for the four positive charges of the C-terminal region of Xf
to lie on the well spaced product lattice. The points of the
(37/-35/3) product lattice also follow the subunit backbone,
but 37 points are found between successive subunits, placing
them only about 0.8 A apart in the z direction; as discussed
in the Ff section, this would be too close. Thus, for Xf our
working hypothesis picks out the Dxf = (13/-12/11) double
resonance, with n/s = 2.167. Fig. 10 shows the electrostatic
interaction free energy per length, AlL, as a function of
A4pro for this model, with a minimum located near Apro -
(2/11)3600, as expected. Similar plots for the rejected double
resonances within the allowed region show minima near 600
and 720, which are far from the Class II protein rotation
angle.
Pf3
The data available for Pf3 indicate a n/s value near 2.4, a
DNA structure that probably is not classical (Casadevall and
FIGURE 10 Electrostatic interaction free energy per unit length (eV/A)
vs. protein rotation angle, A4Ipro for the Xf double resonance shown in Fig.
9. It shows minima at about (2/11) 3600 and (1/12) 3600; these dominate
the figure because the smallest N values of this double resonance family are
1, 11, and 12.
Day, 1983; Day et al., 1988), and a Class II fiber diffraction
pattern (Peterson et al., 1982). We can use the double reso-
nance hypothesis to delineate models that are consistent with
these data. Because Pf3 has a Class II fiber diffraction pat-
tern, the optimized double resonance working hypothesis
says that one of the most powerful resonances of Pf3 has the
form R = (K1, 2, 11), for an unknown integer K1; the (M, N)
= (2,11) values give A 0pro near 66°. Assuming that A4pro =
66.660, Eqs. 14 and 16 can be used to find possible n/s and
A4DNA values, by inserting all reasonable values for Kl, and
(K2, M2, N2). This results in Fig. 11, which plots the calcu-
lated n/s values against the calculated A4\DNAvalues, showing
in a multi-branched plot indexed by K1 values of -4 to 4. The
negative rotation angles correspond to a DNA with the op-
posite hand from the protein; the assumed Class II protein
lattice is right-handed, and there is no information about the
handedness of the DNA. Each branch corresponds to all
choices of (K2, M2, N2), for a given K1. (The points of each
branch fall on a one-dimensional curve instead of a two-
dimensional scatter plot because every possible double
resonance D associated with any given R, = resonance
vector must be orthogonal to it: D - R = 0; thus, the
double resonances which can include Rl belong to a one
parameter family.)
The possible A4DNA values are approximately quantized,
having values that are multiples of (2/11) 3600. Possible Pf3
models must have the A4DNA values at which the branches
intersect the line n/s -2.4. According to the optimized
double resonance hypothesis, any Class II virion corresponds
to some point on this figure, with its quantized DNA rotation
angles. The Pfl model corresponds to the n/s = 1 point on
the K, = 4 branch, and the two Xf models discussed above
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FIGURE 11 n/s vs. A4DNA, based on an assumed value of A4p,o = 66.6660
and an assumed resonance vector R1 = (K1, 2, 11). Each point corresponds
to a double resonance which includes R, in its plane of resonances, and each
double resonance generates an n/s value and a value for A4DNA. Each K1
value generates a different R, and a new set of possible double resonances
that include RI. For A4pro = (2/11)3600, the curves become straight exactly
vertical lines.
fall on the K1 = 1 branch. It is interesting that gaps appear
on each branch for certain n/s ranges, forbidden values.
DISCUSSION
We have calculated numerical values for free energies via the
LPB equation only to compare double resonances and to
ascertain that the models presented are electrostatically
bound; e.g., that the electrostatic free energy of Pfl is nega-
tive for physically realistic modeling parameters. Because
the LPB equation is inappropriate for electrostatics on such
small spatial scales and its input parameters are poorly
known anyway, our numerical results are only order of mag-
nitude guidelines. We have found in every case that it is quite
easy to make models with 1-10 ev. per nucleotide of binding
energy, and on this basis we conclude that the energy dif-
ference between a doubly resonant structure and an off-
resonance structure is physically significant.
The resonance condition, which says that protein and
DNA basic lattices share one subhelix, is a generalization of
the pitch connection relation, derived earlier from mechani-
cal considerations; the double resonance is a generalization
of the restricted pitch connection relation (Marzec and Day,
1983). In that work, the allowedM andN values were limited
to those that characterize the alpha helix tubes of the protein
models: Class I viruses had MIN = 2/10 and Class II had
MIN = 2/11. The restrictions on M and N derived from the
mechanical means used to relate helices. They do not apply
to the electrostatic model for the interaction because the im-
materiality of the potential field allows for contributions
from subhelices with all M and N values.
Those MIN pairs of a double resonance family that have
relatively small N values generate minima of the interaction
energy for optimized values of A4pro -(MIN) 3600. We have
argued elsewhere (Marzec and Day, 1988) that there exists
a set of MIN pairs corresponding to rotation angles that gen-
erate filamentous virus models that close pack minimally
curved alpha-helices around the DNA core. This concurrence
is not accidental, because both minimizations arise from a
At¢Ppro value that causes a relevant kmn to vanish. Both the
packing of a-helices and the interaction of coaxial helices are
described in terms of kmn values and their associated sub-
helices because these concepts belong to the natural language
for describing helical lattices.
The sort of analysis that we have given, for regular
structures bearing a global symmetry and predicated on
long-ranged, nonspecific interactions, allows for small
variations in the shapes and positioning of the morpho-
logical units from which the structure is built. We believe
that this idea applies with some generality. In the case of
the filamentous bacteriophages organized into coaxial he-
lices, the morphological unit of the protein helix is a
monomeric protein subunit, and that of the DNA helix is
a nucleotide. The irregular sequence of bases implies that
the nucleotide morphological units are not identical.
Also, n/s ratios that do not exactly equal two indicate a
DNA-protein interaction that must vary from subunit to
subunit. Together, these features must induce small varia-
tions in protein structure at the DNA-protein interface,
giving protein morphological units that are also not iden-
tical in shape. Thus, we anticipate a tendency for the DNA
molecule to deform somewhat from a perfect helix, as
nucleotides adopt their own lowest energy positions, hav-
ing DNA-protein interaction somewhat stronger than that
given by DNA in a perfect helix. Similarly, the helix of
protein subunits will also undergo small variations. The
isometric spherical viruses represent another case of a
regular structure with a symmetry induced by nonspecific
interactions (Marzec and Day, 1993). Their capsid mor-
phological units are typically polymeric capsomeres that,
because of the underlying icosahedral symmetry of the
capsid, cannot be in identical environments (except for
those viruses with triangulation number T = 1). In both
the filamentous and spherical structures, each morpho-
logical unit interacts not only with its immediate neigh-
bors, but with many others, registering the global sym-
metry that informs the structure and positioning itself
accordingly. In both cases, a small variation in the struc-
ture or the position of a morphological unit can be thought
of as inducing a first-order perturbation in the physical
fields carrying the global symmetry; the variations as-
sociated with any two morphological units thus com-
pound nonlinearly, to relatively negligible second order.
Accordingly, we have set aside consideration of any non-
linear perturbations of the helical symmetry itself, and
our analysis herein has been linear, concerned with the
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interactions of unperturbed, coaxial helices. Similarly,
the linearized form of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
has been employed. It might be of interest to calculate
nonlinear contributions to the Helmholtz free energy, to
determine whether they are of more significance for some
minima than for others, possibly to remove some minima
from consideration as solutions for particular virions.
However, the n/s and rotation angles of the minima would
certainly be unchanged by a nonlinear analysis.
The structure of a macromolecular assembly containing
a genome must accommodate the natural variability of its
nucleotide sequence, and it must be stable to both large
and small alterations in that sequence caused by muta-
tions, insertions, and deletions. We have argued that
structures determined by repeating, nonspecific, long-
ranged interactions are essentially unchanged by local
variations in their sub-assemblies (e.g., a filamentous
bacteriophage with morphology unaltered by changes in
its nucleotide sequence or in its amino acid sequence).
Thus, we infer that stable storage of discrete (digital)
information is achieved via structures determined by
long-ranged, nonspecific interactions.
CONCLUSION
The optimized double resonance hypothesis offers a cogent
framework that addresses naturally the symmetry matching
problems presented by coaxial helical structures. Existing
data can be interpreted; and the hypothesis makes relative
and absolute predictions about helix parameters and sug-
gests optimum phasings for interacting charges. How-
ever, so few of the coaxially symmetrical structures that
might display double resonance symmetry matching have
been measured that the hypothesis must await more data
for corroboration.
This work supported through National Institutes of Health grant GM
42286-24.
APPENDIX
The general form of a helically symmetrical field
The potential field created by a helical distribution of point charges displays
the geometrical symmetry of its sources, and this fact leads to a general
form for such a field. In cylindrical coordinates, the field has the Fourier
expansion:
m=+- n=+-
V(r, 4, z) = Amn(r)exp{ijn( - 0) -kn(Z -Z0)]} (Al)
m=-- n=-X
Here, we anticipate that because of the helical symmetry, the wave number
k will be a discrete variable, labeled by indices m and n. The helical
symmetry requires:
V(r, 4 + A4, z + Az) =V(r, z) (A2)
for all z and 4). The variables Az and A4) are the axial rise and rotation
angle of the basic helix, with pitch P = 2rTAz/A4). Evaluated at 4) + A4)
and z + Az, (Al) gives
V(r, 4)+AIC, z+Az)
m= +- n= +-
= I I A..(r)exp{ji[n(O - )) - kmn(z - zO)]}exp{i(nA) - kmnAZ)}.
m=- han=-da
The right-hand sides of Eq. Al and A3 are equal if and only if
k.
n/&\ - 2,mn
AZ
for m an integer. We can define a pitch
2P. . 2.=nAz
-km nA4)-2imz
(A3)
(A4)
(AS)
Thus, we have the equivalent forms for the helically symmetrical field:
m=+- n= +x
V(r, 4, Z) = I A,,(r)exp{in[( - 4(A) - 2z-(zO-)/P ]
m=-x n=-o
m=+oo n=+oa
= E E A,,(r)exp[in() - 4)o)]
m=-X [n=-o)
X exp[i(27Tmn- nAo(z- zo)/A\z]
(A6)
m=+o n=+o
= E E A ,(r)exp[in(4) - -0o)]exp[-ikmn(z -zo)]
m=-Xo n=-X
The first form of Eq. A6 shows that Amn (r) may be thought of as the
"strength" of a subhelix with pitch P.,. The geometrical interpretation of
these pitches is shown in Fig. 1 a. It is the province of physics to evaluate
the Amn (r) for any given problem.
For the case of an NR-fold rotationally symmetrical system, we apply the
second constraint
4o+ 2sT \V r, N ,z) = V(r, , z).
Evaluated at (r, 4)+2-r/NR, z), (Al) gives
(A7)
V(r ) + 2ir
m=+oo n=+x / 21r\T
N=-R n=-r i nt-+0 + NR
Am=)xpi[oo4) +n=-o -zo]}
(A8)
The right-hand sides of Eqs. Al and A8 are equal if and only if
Amn(r) = 0 unless n = sNR (A9)
for some integer s; i.e., n must be an integral multiple of NR. All equations
in this Appendix can be generalized to the rotational case by replacing sums
over index n with sums over index s and then setting n = sNR. So the
rotationally symmetrical form of Eq. A6 is
V(r, 4), Z)= I 2 AmmsNRexp isNR[(4) ]r}
m=-X0 s=-X PmsNR
(AIO)
where
2irsNRT 2irsNR
m,sNR SNNR5A/ - 2.mn k,sN (All)
We have used T = Az, the z spacing between NR-mers, and explicity
indicated that n must be a multiple of NR, but the helical and rotational
forms of Pmn and kmn are identical. It will be useful below to display the
form of the charge density created by an infinite helical distribution of
point charges of magnitude Q. The charges have cylindrical coordinates
(R, 40 + nA4), zO + nAz), where the integer n ranges from -oo to +o. This
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discontinuous helix can be thought of as a continuous helix, defined by the
equation 4 - (Po = 27(z - zo)/P, combined with the requirement that the z
coordinates of the charges be distributed discretely, given byz - zo = nAz. Thus,
the charge distribution can be written via Dirac delta functions:
p(r,4), z) = Q R-2 ]
n= -x0
(A12)
m= +
X 8(z -zO-mAz)
When this expression is integrated over a volume element d3r = r dr d4) Az that
contains a charge, the result must be Q. The first delta function of Eq. A12
requires that the r integration include radius R. The second contains the ex-
pression 4) - 2nz/P, which ensures that the charge density follows a continuous
helix of pitch P; the term -2in allows for the fact that the charge density must
be periodic in azimuthal angle 4. The third delta function breaks the continuous
helix into a discontinuous helix, with charges positioned at z values of mAz.
Eq. A12 can be rewritten into a more useful form by means of the
identities
(The "fixed" charges are the source charges of the potential distribution,
as distinguished from the counterions.) We will first suppose that the
charge density is uniformly distributed on the surfaces of three con-
centric cylinders:
Pfixed (A18)
(27rr)[ADNA 8(r - rDNA) + Aprotein 8(r rprntein) + Asurface u(r rsurface)].
Here the As are the linear charge densities of the three cylinders, and
8(x) represents the Dirac delta function. The three cylinders divide the
space into four regions. We will permit K and E to possess different
values in each region. This formulation is intended to represent a simple
electrostatic model of the virions, allowing us to consider effects re-
sulting from only the radial part of the DNA, protein, and surface charge
distributions. In the virion, these charges are actually helically distrib-
uted, which presents complications elaborated below.
Within region i, K and E are constant, assuming values Ki and Ei,
giving
n= +x 1 n= +x
E 8(kx-22,r)=-- e'2irrn=-x n=-x
and (A13)
inkx
n=-x n=-X
Letting kx = 4- (A - 2r(z - zo)/P in the first 8 function of Eq. A13, we
find for the second delta function of Eq. A12
n=Erq[()- 27T(z ~-2o)
n=-oo (A14)
1 n=_E 2
_z )
Applying the second of Eq. A13 to the third delta function ofEq. A12, letting
k = z - zO and x = 2iri/Az, we find
M=+00 j
~M=+oF2,nrim(z - zo11
S(z - zo - mAz) = A expl i (A15)
m=-x m=-x
Thus, the density can be written
p(r, 4), z) (A16)
8(r -R) m= n+ - lF2j m -n -Q 2irA E ex[i - 4)o)]expL 2,\ri - )(z zo)]27rrAz Az px[n+(' im nm=-x n=-X
Using the definition of P, it is apparent that Eq. A16 has the same form as
Eq. A6, with Amn(r) = Q8(r - R)/(27rrAz); thus, theA. (r) distribution that
describes the charge density is independent of m and n for a helix of point
charges. If the charge density were NR-fold rotationally symmetrical, then
again we would require Amn(r) = 0 unless n is an integral multiple of NR,
in which case A,(r) = NRQ (8(r - R)/2-rrAz), the factor of NR inserted
to account for the NR-fold increase in the charge per length.
The electrostatic potential of a helix of
point charges
We begin with the LPB equation for a cylindrically symmetrical potential
V(r) written in cylindrical coordinates:
rd [ (dVr1
rd [E(r)r sdr K'(r)V = -47Prixed (A17)
1 dr dVr ) [K
=
]
rdr \dr,J E-
(A19)
If the K2 term had a + sign, this would be the equation for Bessel
functions of zero order. As it stands, Eq. A20 is the equation for modi-
fied Bessel functions IO and Ko (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964) (where
Bessel function Kn is not to be confused with index K used in the text),
with the solution
Vi(r) = a'IO(Kir/l\/'E) + b'KO(Kir/E) (A20)
in region i (= I, II, III, or IV). The modified Bessel functions In and Kn
are calculated numerically, with the 0th and first orders found by series
expansions, and the higher orders, needed below, by Miller's method
for stable recursion (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964).
The solution of the problem now requires determining the eight coef-
ficients a' and b'. To keep V(r) finite along the structure axis, we need bt = 0,
because Ko diverges as its argument vanishes. Similarly, we need a4 = 0 to
keep the potential finite at infinity. Therefore, six more boundary conditions
are needed.
It is necessary that V(r) be continuous across each of the three bound-
aries of the region, as usual, to avoid infinite forces at the boundaries,
yielding three boundary conditions. The remaining three boundary con-
ditions are found by multiplying Eq. A17 by rdr and integrating across
each of the three boundaries, giving for the I-II boundary:
[dV2 dVl 2[DNA
dr
DNA dr jDNA rDNA
(A21)
The II-III and III-IV boundaries give similar equations, for a total
of three. The resulting system of six equations for the six remaining
as and bs has the form AX = B, where x is a vector made of the as
and bs, A is a 6 by 6 matrix, and B is a vector made from the As. This
system is easily inverted via a standard linear equations subroutine
package.
We will now consider the case of a charged helix that lies on one of
the boundary cylinders that separate the space into four regions, as
above, so E = E(r) and K = K(r). The potential field created by a single
discontinuous helix can be calculated from the LPB equation in cylin-
drical coordinates:
1 a / dV E a2v a2v
V *[IEVV(r, 0, z)] = - Er a + 5 +-r ar ar r2 (pi + K z2
=
-4 7TPfixed + K2V
(A22)
The potential V must have the same helical symmetry as the charge
density Pfixed that generates it, and we assume here that Pfixed possesses
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only one helical symmetry. Insert Eq. Al for V and Eq. All for p:
m-+o n=+x
I exp{i[n( - 0) -k (z-zo)])
m=-o n=-xo
(1 a OA.,(r)] n21
Xr ar-er ar ] -IAm(r) [kmn + K2]A(r)}
8(r-R) mi+conn+co
= -4TrQ 2ir ,z I exp[in(4) - 4)0)]
m-xc n=--a
(A23)
X ex421Ti(- - -)(z -zP)]
The value of kmn is determined by Eq. A4, and Az and P describe the
symmetry of the charged helix. To hold for each 4) and z, the equality
must hold for each pair of indices m and n, so we have
r1!r [erOArnnfr)] - ;E-A. (r) -[-ek2 + KC2]A.(r)
-2A 8(r- R)
r
where A = (Q/Az). Within region i, c and e are constant, and so we
have
This potential can be added to that caused by protein charges at the DNA-
protein interface, because they all possess the same helix parameters. Each
possible resulting system of six equations for the a', and the bi , is easily
inverted via a linear equations subroutine.
The simplest case has e and K constant throughout the entire space, with
a single charged helix at radius R, dividing the space into region 1, interior
to R, and region 2, exterior to R. This case yields
l2A \m=+o n=+
Vl(r) = ( Ijr\/k 2i/Ie] Kn [R\/k2 ]
m=-X n=-X
X exp{iln(4 - 4),) + k(z - zo)]}
and (A29)
X2A\ m=+ n=+x
V2(r) = -) 2 Kj[rXk§ IE] I. [R k + 12/_]
m=xte_
x exp{i[n() - o,) - kz,(z-zo)]}-
In general, the product of I and K is large if their arguments are small,
so the m and n values that generate the largest A.n values are those for which
k., is small, or m/n - A4/2nr. If the charge density has NR-fold rotational
symmetry, then Q is replaced by NRQ, and Am,(r) #0 unless n is a multiple
of NR.
r[r Or - 2A,(r)- [-k2 + r]Am(r)=0 (A25) Generalizing the A,, dependence
If n = m = 0, Eq. A25 is identical to Eq. A19, which describes the cy-
lindrically symmetrical case, whose solutions are modified Bessel functions
of order zero. As written, Eq. A25 is the equation for modified Bessel
functions of order n, with solutions given by
A' (r) = aL,I.[r kV,k, + K?/e1] + bj' Kn [r k+ K?]. (A26)
The coefficients ai, and bi,, are determined as above for the cylindrically
symmetrical case. We set bm, = a', = 0, so for each pair m and n, it is
necessary to determine six remaining coefficients. Continuity of the po-
tential across the cylinders gives three equations:
Al = A2
Al2n rp,,,,i = A' ,,;mnI rp-i
A3mn I rsufe = A4
Integration of Equation A-24 across the three boundaries yield
more:
ar ar|1 rDNArDNA rD'NA rN
aA3,
ar rpm,, in
aA 2 A| - Prti
-p = proteiO
`
r rpm,,,n rprotein
,4Or c3
rsudoce r,,,d.c
= -2 kuace
rsurface
For a single helix of point charges, only one of the three As di
vanish. Thus, to evaluate VDNA, the potential caused by a single DNI
we set AW.W. = A = 0. If a second DNA strand is needed, its p
may be calculated by using appropriate offsets 40 and z0; the offsets
factored into the original a,, and b,, coefficients, because both strand
the same helix parameters. To calculate the potential created by a b
protein point charges, we set ADNA = AS, = 0. If a subunit contains.,
charges, then the net potential field is calculated by adding the contril
of all the charges, absorbing appropriate 4 and z offsets into the coeff
A potential caused by charges at the virion surface is calculated by
ADNA = ApXowin = 0; each of several charges will again require its own
(ATh
[s three
The dependence of the As, on k', does not stem from the LPB equation,
but from a helical distribution of point sources in a uniform medium. Sup-
pose a point source at the origin produces a radially symmetrical potential
at position r given by a Fourier integral
f(r) = f(r) = f A(k2)e-ik d3k, (A30)
where the wave vector k is (A, a, 0 in cylindrical coordinates, andA depends
only on the magnitude of k, because of the radial symmetry off(;'). We wish
to find the potential for an infinite helix of such point sources, located at
positions r, = (p, nA4), nAz). Equating the sum over all points to Eq. A6
gives
m=+o n= +oo
I I Amn(r)exp(in4o)"p(-ikmz)
m+-om n-x
= > J A(k2) d3k exp(-i.k -[r-r]).
n-xO
(A31)
The dot products can be written: k * P. = Ap cos(a- nAO) + n e Az
and k * r = Ar cos(a - 4)) + ez. The right-hand side can be evaluated
(A28) in terms of Bessel functions, expressed as (Abramowitz and Stegun,
1964)
r2
Jn(x) = 1/(2iril) f d exp(ix cos 4 - in4). (A32)
oes not
khelix, To do this, first multiply both sides of Eq. A31 by e-'1 and integrate
otential from 0 to 2nr to find
can be
Is share
ielix of
several
butions
icients.
setting
offsets.
M=+Xr
z Am1exp(-ikm,z) = (-i') d3kA(k2)
m=-cJ (A33)
n- +wo
x z exp{i[Ap cos(a - nA4o) + n(Az]}exp{-i[(z + la]}J,(Ar)
n- -D
With d3k = dadgAkdk, the da angular integral gives a second Bessel
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function:
M=+rr
I Am,exp(-ik,lz) = 2Tr A dAJ,(Ar)J,(Ap)
M=-wJ (A34)
r ~~~~~n=+-
x{ d exp(-igz)A(A2 + 62) E exp(-in[lIA - gAz]) }
n= -co
The integral in the bracket can be evaluated after transforming the sum
over n into a train of delta functions via Eq. A16: {.* I =
(27r/Az)e-ik-'z A(A2 + k2,). Substituting this into Eq. A34 and equating
term-by-term yields the final result:
A= (2A f AdAA(A2 + k21) J,(Ar)J,(Ap). (A35)
Thus, the Anl values result from the A integral over the original Fourier
coefficients A(k). If flr) falls off with r, then A also falls off with its
argument, so in general the value of Anl is maximum for a A+A, which
causes knl to vanish.
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